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Executive summary

• The role of targeted education programmes in stimulating higher achievement among gifted children is a fiercely debated topic in education policy circles. Yet as governments tend to focus on increasing equity and raising achievement among low-performing pupils, gifted children are often largely ignored.

• This paper reviews the literature on what works in terms of raising the performance of gifted children, in order to draw policy conclusions of relevance for the development of effective interventions for such children.

• Most research is not sufficiently rigorous for the purposes of drawing policy conclusions regarding the characteristics of successful gifted education programmes. Also, we were not able to unearth a single rigorous study of the effectiveness or otherwise of specific strategies focused on helping talented pupils in practical areas, such as music.

• The rigorous evidence that does exist tends to find that neither gifted education programmes, nor streaming, as currently carried out, on average make much difference in terms of generating higher performance among gifted children.

• A couple of rigorous studies suggest that enrichment programmes, combined with self-directed/targeted instruction, have positive effects. This is supported by
cognitive research, which suggests that already high-performing individuals perform better using discovery-based pedagogy. Research also suggests gifted children tend to have the characteristics required to benefit from such pedagogy.

• This is an important contrast to the situation for most non-gifted children, among whom structured curriculum and pedagogy have strong positive effects in most settings. In that there is little rigorous evidence that these methods are superior for very able children, there appears little contradiction between these findings.

• Enrichment models predicated on self-directed/individualised instruction thus appear most promising for realising the performance of gifted children. Accordingly, specific countries that have implemented models including these characteristics, such as Singapore, may be worth investigating in future research.

• It important to note that it is far from straightforward to identify gifted children due to measurement error and differential developmental speed. While there is no perfect solution to these problems, research suggests it is possible to decrease their importance by employing different identification metrics, local norms of what it means to be gifted, universal screening, and continuous reassessments.

• Nevertheless, given the relatively poor state of the research, our most important conclusion is that we should test different types of gifted education programmes – and ways of identifying gifted children – in a randomised fashion in English schools in order to find out what works here.

• We therefore believe there is a strong case for the government to fund the establishment of an independent organisation similar to the Education Endowment Foundation, with a remit to fund randomised trials investigating what works in gifted education specifically.
Introduction

The role of targeted education programmes in stimulating higher achievement among gifted children is a fiercely debated topic in education policy circles. An argument often made is that high-ability pupils are not appropriately challenged in mainstream English schools. Indeed, in 2013, Ofsted (2013: 7) found a ‘discouraging picture of what it means to be one of the most able students in non-selective secondary schools in England’. As a result, since 2014, Ofsted has required inspectors to assess the quality of provision for more able students specifically. Yet, while government policy since 2010 has given attention to gifted underprivileged children, a focus regarded as crucial from a social mobility perspective, gifted children as such have not been high on the agenda (Koshy et al. 2018). Indeed, as governments in general tend to focus in particular on increasing equity and raising achievement among low-performing pupils, the needs of gifted children are often ignored in western countries.1

The consequences of doing so could be severe. Research suggests that high-performing pupils contribute disproportionally to countries’ economic growth. Whereas a 10 percentage point increase in the share of pupils who reach basic skills in international tests is associated with an increase in the average per-capita annual growth rate of 0.3 percentage points, the same increase in the share of pupils

---

1 A non-UK example is Texas, where funding for gifted education declined in the aftermath of the No Child Left Behind Act, which gave schools strong incentives to focus more heavily on low-performing pupils (see Hodges 2018).
reaching superior levels of performance raises average per-capita annual growth rate by 1.3 percentage points (Hanushek and Woessmann 2012). In other words, the societal reward for finding out how to stimulate gifted children to reach their true potential could be significant indeed.

This paper carries out a review of the empirical research on gifted education provision worldwide, with the goal of understanding which approaches are most effective. The review focuses on research that is likely to be causal, which is crucial for the purposes of policy development where evidence that reliably separates causation from correlation is required to design new and more effective policies and interventions for gifted children. Such research is clearly required since children attending gifted education programmes are likely to perform better than other children because of pre-determined characteristics and other factors that do not necessarily have anything to do with the programme itself. Merely observing what certain schools or countries do in terms of gifted provision is therefore not sufficient if we are interested in finding out what works in the field.

Overall, the literature reveals a rather disappointing picture: there are only a few studies on the effects of gifted education from which it is possible to draw causal inferences – and all of these investigate the effects of American and European provision. We consequently know little about the efficacy or otherwise of gifted provision in countries with a very large share of high-performing pupils, such as Singapore, South Korea, and Japan. Moreover, most studies from which we can reliably draw causal inferences do not reveal that current gifted education programmes on average work as intended. This holds true both in studies analysing the benefits of gifted education programmes as such, as well as those which analyse the benefits of selective schooling among high-achieving pupils more generally.

Focusing on the few studies that do find a positive impact of gifted education provision with specific pedagogical approaches, the common denominator appears to be a focus on enrichment in combination with independent learning. This is in sharp contrast to the general literature on the type of pedagogy that works in education for most children, which suggests more traditional and teacher-directed models are preferable to less structured ones. Yet it is in line with cognitive research, which finds that ‘discovery-based’ learning models do work to improve performance among expert learners, who have already acquired the knowledge and skills necessary to solve new problems by themselves in an efficient manner. Research also suggests gifted children tend to have the characteristics required to benefit from such pedagogy.

So far, enrichment/individualised models therefore appear the most promising avenue for realising the performance of gifted children. We note that this approach appears incorporated into the national gifted education programmes in some countries often highlighted in policy discussions, including Singapore.

Certainly, it is far from straightforward to identify gifted children due to measurement error and differential developmental speed. While there is no perfect solution to these problems, research suggests it is possible to decrease their importance by employing different identification metrics, local norms of what it means to be gifted, universal screening, and continuous reassessments.

Yet given the relatively poor state of research into effects of gifted programmes, the most important lesson from our review is the need to subject different gifted education
models – and different ways of identifying gifted children – to more rigorous research, preferably through the implementation of randomised experiments.

We therefore believe there is a strong case for the government to fund the establishment of an independent organisation similar to the Education Endowment Foundation, with a remit to fund randomised trials investigating what works in gifted education specifically.

Definitions

Since we seek to draw conclusions regarding the efficacy or otherwise from research on how to educate gifted children, it is important to define what is meant by ‘gifted’. In general, the definition of ‘gifted children’ is quite broad internationally and includes intellectual, academic, and artistic areas. In England, gifted children are often defined as those ‘with high intellectual ability who are seen by teachers and others in the educational environment to be capable of advanced work’ (Koshy et al. 2018: 75). A distinction has been made between ‘gifted’ pupils, who ‘excel academically in one or more subjects such as history, science, and maths’ – who tend to be characterised by their high levels of intelligence, metacognition (specifically thinking and transferring strategies), and creative thinking (Newman 2008; Robinson and Clinkenbeard 2008; Sekowski et al. 2009) – and ‘talented’ pupils, who ‘are those with the ability to excel in practical skills such as sports, music, dance, and art (Koshy et al. 2018: 75).

In this paper, we focus our attention on ‘gifted’ pupils, as defined above. This is simply because quantitative research rarely analyses practical outcomes or longer-term effects of programmes focused on generating practical skills, making it difficult to find any studies of relevance to talented pupils. Indeed, we originally attempted to find relevant research analysing the effects of different programmes for ‘talented’ pupils, as defined above, but all methodologically sound research unveiled in the review process focused on pupils who are high achieving from an academic standpoint. Nevertheless,
our policy conclusions also speak to the lack of reliable research into the effects of targeted provision for talented pupils in practical fields.

To ensure we do not miss important research, we use a broad definition of studies analysing ‘gifted programmes’: this includes targeted interventions for children identified as gifted, but also specific programmes or grouping policies aimed at high-performing pupils more generally. As discussed in the next section, improving attainment among high-performing pupils at this level appears to be key for generating higher economic prosperity in the future.

Background and theory

The aim behind gifted education programmes is to maximise the potential of the highest-attaining students – and the importance of doing so is highlighted by economic research. Indeed, a number of studies find a striking relationship between average test scores and economic growth, a relationship that appears to be causal (see Atherton et al. 2013; Balart et al. 2018; Hanushek and Kimko 2000; Hanushek and Woessmann 2012; Hanushek et al. 2017). However, Hanushek and Woessmann (2012) hone in on the relative contribution of high-achieving students specifically and find that they contribute disproportionately to the relationship between test scores and economic growth. Whereas a 10 percentage point increase in the share of pupils who reach basic skills in international tests (equivalent to a minimum of about 400 points in the PISA tests) is associated with an increase in countries’ average per-capita annual growth of 0.3 percentage points, the same increase in the share of pupils reaching superior performance levels (equivalent to a minimum of 600 points in the PISA tests) raises average annual per-capita growth by 1.3 percentage points. Figure 1 shows the latter results graphically.²

² We use the replication data from Hanushek and Woessmann (2012) for this analysis. The figure depicts an ‘added-variable plot’ after holding constant both the initial GDP per capita level and the share of pupils reaching basic skills.
While there is a strong interaction effect between basic skills and top-level skills, suggesting the need of a workforce with at least basic skills to implement the innovations developed by the top performers (Hanushek and Woessmann 2012), this nevertheless indicates that economies could benefit enormously were we to realise the potential of gifted children.\(^3\)

There is therefore little doubt about the importance of ensuring that gifted children receive the provision they need to realise their potential. However, it is far from clear what type of education they need – or, indeed, how best to identify such children in the first place.

Gifted education is predicated on the idea that high-ability children need different types of instruction or environments to flourish compared with other types of students. For this reason, a key component of many gifted education programmes is some form of ability grouping or differentiated instruction targeting their specific needs. In theory, selecting out ‘gifted’ students for specialist instruction and/or schooling could offer such children a better match in terms of provision/curriculum and help teachers adjust their instructional methods to the right level. More appropriate provision and/or more homogenous attainment-level grouping would avoid having to force these children to go through the same type of schooling as others. Furthermore, by grouping gifted children together, it may be possible to capitalise on peer effects, whether gifted children learn best from each other or in competition with each other (see de Waal 2015; Heller-Sahlgren 2015).

In terms of provision deemed to be suitable for gifted children, there are a plethora of approaches utilised (see VanTassel-Baska and Brown 2007). Most programmes are based on either acceleration, which is ‘premised on the notion that gifted students acquire and comprehend information at a faster rate than their same-aged peers and involves moving students through the curriculum at a faster-than-normal pace’, or enrichment, which ‘involves students exploring traditional subject matter in greater depth than is typical in school or having students learn topics in disciplines that are not usually included in their school curriculum’ (Worrell et al. 2018: 17). Some broad types of gifted education involve both instructional and curriculum interventions: the depth and complexity model, the differentiated instruction model, and the school-wide enrichment model. While these models differ in terms of their relative emphasis on pedagogy and curriculum, as Callahan et al. (2015: 140) point out, there are common prescriptions in all three models:

\(^3\) Apart from the economic benefits, there may also be positive effects of doing so on non-economic, social outcomes, such as lower crime, improved health, and improved democracy (see McMahon 2010).
The curricular modifications in these models specify guidelines for increased challenge through choice of content and skills to be offered to gifted students such as increased depth and complexity of ideas presented, greater abstractness of content, greater ambiguity (in the positive sense of seeing multiple points of view), more open-ended problem solving, inclusion of more complex and abstract concepts, addition of critical thinking skills beyond grade level, and use of more sophisticated and advanced resource materials. Instructional modifications include the creation of activities that require more independence in completion of tasks, less basic detail in presentation of content, assumptions of greater student ability to make connections, greater choices in product and paths to production, and accelerated pace of instruction. Common themes across curricular and instructional models targeting the education of gifted students include a focus on more complex concepts and principles within and across disciplines of study (advanced for grade level), stress on advanced processing skills, interdisciplinary thinking, and modification of content allowing advanced learners greater depth of learning.

In other words, the idea is that more stretching curricula combined with independent learning and problem solving are supposed to help gifted children reach their true potential.

Yet it is in fact unclear whether gifted programmes actually work as intended. First, it is not a priori clear that gifted pupils need other types of provision and/or environments compared with other pupils. For example, the interaction effect between the teaching environment and peer groups on achievement makes it very difficult to predict the total effects of grouping gifted children together and providing special instruction (Heller-Sahlgren 2015). Theoretically, it is therefore far from clear that such grouping and instruction would generate benefits.

Second, even if gifted children need other types of provision and/or environments, it is also not clear if it is possible to identify who is gifted and who is not. Research suggests that a majority of children who perform in the top percentiles of their cohorts do not tend to remain there for more than one or two years. This is partly due to ‘regression to the mean’ – a statistical phenomenon that makes extreme performers at both ends of the ability distribution in one test tend to move toward the mean in the next test – as well as differential growth in ability over time (Lohman and Korb 2006). Certainly, this does not mean that all high-performing pupils will necessarily fall down the distribution in the future – as we discuss later in this report, there are ways to mitigate the problem in the process of identifying gifted pupils – but it does highlight the difficulties involved in identifying those who would theoretically benefit from instruction targeted specifically to gifted children. It also means that many children who are not defined as gifted may very well have the same potential as those who happen to be defined as such (Eyre 2010). In other words, the fact that it is difficult to accurately identify gifted children may potentially, at least to some extent, make targeted provision and curricula irrelevant – even if these features do in fact raise the performance of very able pupils who are correctly identified as such.

Of course, as noted previously, the instructional and curriculum environment adopted through gifted education programmes is far from the only parameter affecting whether it works or not; the interactions between this environment, peer groups, and other factors are also likely to play an important role. To investigate whether gifted education
programmes work as intended, we turn to the empirical literature analysing the effects of such programmes. In the next section, we outline methodological considerations in our review of this literature.

Methodological considerations guiding the review

A key problem for studies seeking to establish whether specific types of gifted education or selective programmes work is that by definition children deemed to be gifted tend to be higher performing than other children, regardless of the type of programme they attend. This leads to a ‘selection problem’, which may make it look as if any given gifted provision or educational stream raises the performance of gifted children, even though it may have no causal impact whatsoever. Selection bias may be due to observable characteristics, such as prior achievement, or unobservable characteristics, such as parental motivation.

To be confident of the causal effects of a given programme, it is necessary to solve this selection problem – and the key is to obtain random variation in programme attendance. One way to do this is through randomised-controlled experiments, which are often considered the gold standard for estimating causal effects in the social sciences. In such an experiment, some participants would be allocated to one or more “treatment group(s)”, to receive the type(s) of gifted education researchers want to know about, while other participants, allocated to a “control group”, would not. Randomising allocation to these groups ensures that neither observable nor unobservable characteristics affect the likelihood of receiving treatment, which means that any selection bias is effectively evened out across the different groups (e.g. Heckman and Smith 1995). Certainly, randomised experiments are not...
without their flaws (Deaton and Cartwright 2017), but they are a crucial tool when seeking to understand the causal effects of gifted education programmes.

Additional useful tools have, however, also emerged in the past decades – new quasi-experimental methods for obtaining causal estimates when analysing observational data. These methods differ in many respects, but they all have in common that they seek to obtain random variation in programme participation based on various forms of ‘natural experiment’ (see Angrist and Pischke 2008). If successful in this pursuit, such methods also allow researchers to study the causal effect of gifted education.

We therefore focus our review on research that uses experimental or reasonable quasi-experimental methods. Without such methods, it is simply impossible to ascribe any effects found in the research to the programme or intervention itself – so also making it impossible to draw conclusions regarding any specific policy lessons.

With these priorities in mind, the literature review was carried out using a range of search strategies to ensure targeted and thorough coverage of the evidence base. These included use of key education and economic databases; ‘reference harvesting’, i.e. trawling the reference lists within key reports, especially previous reviews; targeted Google Scholar searches; and hand-searches of key peer-reviewed journals.

What does the evidence say?

Having discussed theoretical considerations as well as the importance of methodology, this section delves deeper into the existing literature on the subject. Unfortunately, with a few exceptions, most of what we unveiled was relatively poor research, which ignores the methodological considerations outlined in the previous section, and therefore makes it difficult to draw reliable conclusions. Many studies do not even include a comparison group, without which it is impossible even to investigate whether or not there is a correlation between programme attendance and performance (e.g. Clark 2005; Feng 2004; Gavin et al. 2007; Wilkins et al. 2006). In most cases, the research has in fact been merely descriptive (Rogers 2007). It is therefore unsurprising that a review of the research dating back to 1990 found that ‘research on the effects of gifted programs is still generally sparse, unsystematic, and far from conclusive’ (Delcourt et al. 2007: 361). Illustrative of the state of affairs, a systematic review of gifted education programmes carried out in 2008 unveiled only four randomised experiments (Bailey et al. 2008) – two of which are of questionable relevance to boot. We discuss the other two below.

Overall therefore, most research on the effects of gifted education programmes has not been rigorous enough to be

---

4 One study analysed a teacher programme with the aim of implementing an enrichment model for both gifted and non-gifted children in Peru, finding equal positive effects among non-gifted and gifted children (Blumen-Pardo 2002). Another study analysed the effects of analogy instruction among 63 gifted children in America, finding positive effects on metaphoric reasoning (Castillo 1998).
used for policy purposes. As Plucker and Callahan (2014: 393) argue: ‘[T]he bulk of the research in gifted education has been descriptive and correlational ... [T]he lack of causal research leaves the field with considerable ambiguity about effective practices.’5 At a general level, the methodology used in most research on gifted education programmes simply makes it impossible to draw reliable conclusions.

However, in recent years, researchers – and especially economists – have begun to utilise methods with which it is possible to separate causation from correlation. These studies analyse data from Europe or America exclusively. This is an important limitation given the interesting models of gifted education that exist in other parts of the world, especially in some Asian countries (see Phillipson et al. 2009; Yun Dai and Chih Kuo 2016).6 Furthermore, the more rigorous research has not unveiled clear evidence that gifted education programmes in general, as currently carried out, work as intended.

For example, Welsch and Zimmer (2018) study the impact of attending gifted education programmes across American high schools on long-term outcomes. These programmes are characterised by advanced curriculum courses, dual enrolment at universities (during which high-school students take courses at university), ability grouping, in-class differentiation for gifted pupils, and additional distance learning. The authors find a positive correlation between attending these programmes on the probability of graduating from college, the probability of being employed, and earnings in the long term – but no bona fide, causal impact at all when accounting for selection bias. In other words, the only reason gifted American youngsters do better in these programmes is because they are more gifted than youngsters who do not participate in such programmes.

Similarly, Bui et al. (2014) find no effect of attending gifted education programmes on test scores in a large urban school district in America, although there is some impact in science of being randomly allocated to a gifted education programme at “magnet” schools, which often offer specialised curricula. Yet the fact that children who are accepted through the assessment designed to test whether or not they are gifted do not benefit from acceptance to such programmes, and that children randomly selected (regardless of whether or not they are deemed to be gifted) do benefit, suggest this impact has little to tell us about the effect on gifted children per se.

The same applies to an American randomised experiment analysing the effects of tiered instruction in science, within the classroom, geared to advanced learners (gifted children), midrange-background knowledge learners, and lower-background knowledge learners. The results displayed no indication that advanced learners performed better with tiered instruction than with non-tiered instruction (Richards and Omdal 2007). Another randomised study also found no benefit to gifted children of early acceleration in mathematics in terms of performance at the end of secondary school (Ma 2005).7 However, some research offers slightly more positive findings among certain types of gifted pupils. For example, while Card and Giuliano (2014, 2016) find no general impact of American gifted education programmes on pupils admitted based on IQ tests, they do find positive effects on gifted disadvantaged

---

5 This includes studies that only are able to adjust for observable differences between pupils/classes/schools, however flexibly (e.g. Adelson et al. 2012; Preckel et al. 2017).

6 Phillipson et al. (2009) report a few studies analysing the effects of gifted education in East Asian countries and Singapore, but these are generally old and/or not sufficiently rigorous to be informative.

7 The latter is broadly supported by a non-randomised American study, which uses credible methods to analyse the effects of early acceleration (Clotfelter et al. 2015).
children admitted to the programmes based on their scoring the highest among their school/grade cohort in state-wide achievement tests in the previous year. Similar within-school, ability-grouping programmes have also generated positive effects on high-performing children in Kenya (Duflo et al. 2011), although such ability grouping does not appear to benefit high-achieving children in America (Figlio and Page 2002). At best, this suggests that gifted education programmes may benefit some disadvantaged pupils, if they are accepted through regular tests rather than IQ tests.

Yet other research indicates that the impact of school-level streaming more generally is ambiguous, with some research actually finding negative effects on pupil outcomes. The overall conclusion is generally that selective schooling appears to have little impact in developed-world settings, in the UK and elsewhere (e.g. Allensworth et al. 2017; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2014; Angrist and Rokkanen 2015; Barrow et al. 2016; Clark 2010), but sometimes more positive effects in settings in poorer countries – although the evidence is mixed here as well (e.g. Jackson 2010; Fabregas 2018; Lucas and Mbiti 2014; Pop-Eleches and Urquiola 2013). While most studies look at the short-run or medium-term impact of selective schooling, a few analyse the longer-term effects on labour-market outcomes. For example Dustmann et al. (2017) study the impact of attending a more advanced track in German middle schools on longer-term educational and labour-market outcomes, finding no evidence of any positive effects. Similarly, while Clark and Del Bono (2016) find positive effects on long-term educational outcomes, they find essentially no labour-market effects of attending grammar schools in a specific UK district among people born in the 1950s, apart from a weakly statistically significant positive impact on female incomes that appears to operate via lower fertility. On the other hand, evidence from Barbados shows positive effects of selective schooling on long-term outcomes, although the effects among girls dominate here as well (Beuermann and Jackson 2018). By itself, selective education is therefore unlikely to benefit gifted pupils, at least in a developed country setting.

Nevertheless, two recent, rigorous studies are noteworthy. These do find positive effects of certain programmes on gifted pupils’ performance. Indeed, Booij et al. (2016, 2017) show that an enrichment programme at Dutch secondary schools – which pulled gifted children out of regular classroom teaching in order to give them time to work on self-selected projects – had a considerable positive impact on their performance.

In the first study, the authors analysed children on the borderline between being accepted onto the programme and not being accepted. The study looked at results for one prestigious secondary school only. The programme is based on the ideas of Renzulli (1976), who advanced an enrichment model together with a degree of self-directed learning. Pupils who qualify for the programme – based on their performance on a test measuring both cognitive and non-cognitive skills – are allowed to pursue their own self-selected projects in exchange for a minimum of two hours of classroom teaching per week.

---

8 We also note that a few randomised studies on ability grouping carried out in America in the 1960s and the 1970s suggests positive effects of within- and between-class grouping on high-ability pupils, while others merely display insignificant effects (see Steenbergen-Hu et al. 2016).

9 A recent second-order meta-analysis only found a couple of old meta-analyses – which all apart from one were of low quality – analysing studies carried out in the 1980s and 1990s. Again, it is difficult to draw strong causal conclusions from these studies given the importance of sound methodology to do so (see Steenbergen-Hu et al. 2016).

10 While most of the studies reviewed focus on ‘marginal pupils’ – that is, those that just get in to a gifted programme or selective school and those who just missed out on a place – the evidence that does analyse pupils from the whole ability range do not find any general effects on short-term outcomes either and only positive effects on longer-term outcomes among girls (see Angrist and Rokkanen 2015; Beuermann and Jackson 2018).
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The school provides the necessary facilities, such as rooms and computers. Teachers are allowed to deny pupils their right to trade in their lessons, but need reasons to do so. The pupils are supervised throughout the project, which lasts for a school year, by special coaches, who provide hands-off supervisions. At the beginning of the school year, pupils begin developing their projects, which they then present at the end of the year to teachers, parents, and other pupils. About 25 per cent of the children in the school get accepted to the programme, most of whom tend to be in the top 4 per cent of the ability distribution in the country.

The authors find that pupils who just qualified for the programme perform radically better in secondary school than pupils who just missed out. The effect size amounts to the equivalent of about 35 PISA points on average. Pupils undergoing the programme also tend to choose more challenging curricula. Participation increases the number of science subjects taken by 0.76, and the likelihood of their choosing advanced mathematics by 18 percentage points. In other words, the gifted education programme both improved performance and induced children to pursue more difficult subjects. Moreover, the effects appear to carry over to university where the pupils who have undergone the programme choose to study courses that have higher average starting salaries.

In the second study, the authors introduced a very similar programme in three large non-selective Dutch schools as a randomised experiment. The main difference is that pupils were accepted on the basis of their grades in the first term, rather than on a specific test, although they were not told about the existence of the programme beforehand. About 18 per cent of the pupils in the schools qualified. In order to analyse the effects of attending the programme among a broader set of pupils, rather than just those who were close to the admissions cut-off, the authors also use another method by which it is possible to study whether the effects differ across the ability distribution. The results again show positive effects, although smaller on average than in the first study (equivalent to about 20 PISA points). However, the authors also show that the effects increase in magnitude among pupils who were already high performing. In other words, the programme appears to work especially well among the most high-achieving pupils. This chimes well with the authors’ first study, which focused on pupils in a very prestigious school.

The idea that enrichment models and less structured teaching methods can raise performance among gifted children is further supported by a recent study from America. In this study, the authors devised a randomised experiment among gifted primary-school (year 3) pupils in more than 200 American classrooms, which gave the pupils access to instructional units in poetry and research skills for one year. In contrast to the Dutch studies, therefore, the control group in this study underwent some form of gifted education as well, although not the same type as those in the treatment group (Callahan et al. 2015).

The intervention in the study was based on the CLEAR model for gifted education, which includes content and instructional differentiation for the children deemed to be gifted, allowing ‘teachings to provide instruction that guides students in developing and carrying out projects on topics of their own choosing, using the methods and tools of professionals in a field of study’ (Callahan et al. 2015: 144). The model emphasises deep understanding of principles and skills in a discipline, which tend to be at a level higher than would be

---

11 These effects apply to subjectively determined grades but they are similar, and in fact slightly larger, when focusing on the effects on standardised test results.
appropriate for non-gifted children of the same age. Both the units delivered enshrined these principles to varying degrees.

While the units were designed for primary-school children and therefore clearly more structured than the almost entirely discovery-based learning in the Dutch studies of secondary-school children – there were more assessments, for example – they do give pupils considerable opportunities for independent learning. Indeed, the unit in research skills is concluded with pupils designing and carrying out a complete research project, which they then present in front of other children, parents, and teachers.

The authors find that children who underwent the CLEAR modules, rather than the instruction given in the control groups, performed considerably better on a test delivered following the conclusion of the intervention. The effect size varies depending on cohort and module, but appears to be equivalent in magnitude to about 50–100 PISA points. While we cannot say anything about the longer-term effects, the experiment clearly indicates that modules based on the CLEAR model have promise as a way to raise performance among primary-school children in comparison with other American gifted education programmes.

Broadly speaking, the recent Dutch and American research discussed above is also supported by some older randomised experiments conducted in the US, most of which analyse only relatively few pupils overall. Coleman (1983) finds positive effects of a pull-out, self-directed learning programme, lasting for three hours a week, on the writing abilities of gifted children in years 2 and 3 after nine weeks. Parke (1983) finds positive effects arising from an independent learning mathematics programme for achievement in mathematics among gifted primary-school pupils. Reis et al. (2005) find consistently positive effects among high-achieving pupils from an individualised enrichment programme that replaced more traditional instruction for part of the day. Stoddard and Renzulli (1983) find positive effects on writing quality from both pull-out and in-class enrichment programmes designed to stimulate individual involvement.12

Research therefore suggests that programmes that combine ability grouping with specifically targeted and individualised instruction, may offer a promising venue for gifted education programmes more generally.

This idea is further supported by cognitive research, which suggests that more individualised, ‘discovery-based’ teaching methods benefit expert learners only. This is because expert learners have already stored the information and knowledge necessary to solve problems by themselves efficiently in their long-term memory, which they then can easily transfer to their working memory when needed. However, this is not the case among non-expert learners, who first need to obtain the relevant knowledge and information and transfer it from their working memory to their long-term memory in order to remember it – which is most efficiently done through guided, structured repetition. Among non-expert learners, guided and teacher-led instruction as well as features of educational systems often associated with more regimented systems, such as memorisation, repetition, and drill, are therefore far superior to discovery-based learning. Yet, among expert learners, discovery-based methods appear to be preferable (e.g. Clark et al. 2012; Kirschner et al. 2006; Sweller et al. 2007).

The evidence on gifted education programmes from the Netherlands and America is consistent with this research:

---

12 Lynch and Mills (1990) find positive effects of an enrichment programme in mathematics, but not in reading, yet it was provided outside of normal class hours so it is difficult to know if any effects are due to the mode of teaching or whether it is merely due to the participants receiving additional instruction.
able and talented children are likely to have already acquired the knowledge and skills necessary to learn more effectively in a more independent manner than what is traditionally offered in the classroom.

Indeed, gifted children do tend to stand out in terms of their ability to utilise their knowledge and skills in contexts different from the ones in which they learned them, as well as the speed with which they process information and solve problems. They also have more schemas compared with other children, which means they can transfer information and knowledge from their long-term memory to their working memory with relative ease (Robinson and Clinkenbeard 2008; Porath 2006; Sekowski et al. 2009). For this reason, it is reasonable to describe gifted children as ‘embryonic experts’ (Eyre 2017: 5). It is therefore not surprising that less regimented methods predicated on more pupil-driven instruction appear to work among gifted children specifically.

This also means that it is possible to square the positive impact of discovery-based learning among gifted children with the more general literature, which finds that more traditional, structured educational models are superior to less structured ones for the purposes of improving the attainment among pupils in general and especially disadvantaged ones (e.g. Angrist et al. 2013; Bietenback 2014; Dynarski et al. 2018; Haeck et al. 2014; Lavy 2015; Schwerdt and Wuppermann 2011).13

An important example worth commenting on in this context is ‘direct instruction’, a type of teaching characterised by ability grouping in combination with very structured curricula and pedagogy, which appears to benefit children in many settings (see Coughlin 2011; Stockard et al. 2018).14 Yet, in fact, there is very little research analysing benefits of this method to gifted children. Coughlin (2011) refers to a couple of studies supposedly analysing effects of direct instruction on ‘average- or high-achieving’ students, but it turns out only one of these analyses effects on high-achieving children. This study is also of poor quality and it is impossible to rule out that the findings are determined by things other than the pedagogical intervention (see Ginn et al. 2002). In contrast, one randomised experiment not surveyed by Coughlin (2011) suggests that combining self-directed, individualised learning with direct instruction is preferable to using direct instruction alone for high-performing pupils (Reis et al. 2005).15

We therefore conclude that the evidence base in favour of direct instruction for gifted children is essentially non-existent. Although more research is necessary to investigate the relative effects of such instruction on gifted children compared with more individualised approaches, it should be noted that the research, as it exists today, is in general not inconsistent with the findings in support of more individualised instruction in gifted programmes.

13 Certainly, some research also suggests this applies to pupils at the top of the performance distribution (e.g. Haeck et al. 2014). This indicates that it is not merely individualised practices that generate higher performance in the studies on gifted children cited above, but the enrichment and ability grouping features as well. Interestingly, however, Bietenback (2014) shows that more individualised practices are superior for the purposes of generating reasoning skills, in contrast to their impact on factual knowledge and routine problems – and, arguably, the potential for marginal gains among gifted children are likely to be larger for the former than the latter. Regardless, we merely note that most research on effective teaching practices in general does not contradict the findings of the rigorous research discussed above showing the positive effects of some gifted education programmes.

14 Although many of the studies analysing the effects of direct instruction are not of high quality, the effect size does not seem to depend on methodological choices (Stockard et al. 2018).

15 Of course, some forms of gifted education predicated on more individualised instruction may also benefit some non-gifted pupils, if combined with direct instruction. Indeed, the randomised experiment cited tended to find positive effects of the enrichment model when combined with direct instruction for both high-ability and medium-ability pupils (although the positive effects appeared generally larger among high-ability pupils). This was not generally the case for low-ability pupils, who in some cases performed worse as a result of the intervention (Reis et al. 2005).
Overall, therefore, it is difficult to draw clear conclusions from most available research on the effects of gifted/selective education. Most studies do not utilise a sufficiently strong methodology to account for selection into the different programmes – and many of those that do find little evidence that current gifted education programmes, or selective education in general, help high-achieving pupils to realise their potential. However, the methodologically sound studies that do find a positive impact suggest that enrichment programmes, combined with targeted/individualised instruction, may work especially well, a finding that also chimes well with cognitive research on the beneficial effects of discovery methods among expert learners. Interestingly, however, this finding is contrary to the existing evidence base on what works in education more generally, which tends to show that traditional, more structured ways of working are preferable to individualised, student-centred models. In other words, it does appear as if gifted children may very well require different types of instruction to flourish than non-gifted children.

Policy lessons and pointers to future research

What policy lessons should we draw from the literature review in the previous section? As highlighted, unfortunately, the field is replete with studies that are not sufficient for drawing conclusions from a methodological standpoint. This also makes it very difficult to say anything definitive about the specific policy ingredients necessary to maximise such programmes’ potential for raising gifted children’s performance. Only a few rigorous studies exist, and as noted earlier we were not able to unearth a single sound study analysing the effectiveness or otherwise of strategies focused on helping talented pupils in practical areas, such as music.

We therefore believe the most important lesson from our review is to advance more research devoted to finding out how to best promote the education of gifted and talented children, for the explicit purpose of informing policymaking. We need to test different types of gifted education programmes on a smaller scale, in a randomised fashion, in English schools, before we attempt to scale up any specific model.

One way to advance such an agenda is for the government to fund the establishment of an independent organisation with a remit to fund randomised trials investigating what works in gifted education specifically. Such an organisation could be modelled on the Education Endowment Foundation, which was established under the governance of the Sutton
Trust with public money in 2011 to investigate effective interventions to support disadvantaged children and promote social mobility. Given the economic importance of high-performing pupils, we believe there is a strong case for setting up a similar institution devoted to research and the promotion of effective instructional interventions for gifted students, and new and more reliable ways of assessing who qualifies for such and is suited for such interventions.

Still, despite the limited evidence base, we have found that some approaches appear more promising than others. Focusing on the rigorous research only, the evidence points to beneficial effects of enrichment curricula combined with strong opportunities for independent learning. While we do not believe there is sufficient evidence from these studies to advocate any specific national approach to gifted education in England, they do indicate what types of programmes should be further tested and scrutinised through randomised trials.

Interestingly, the types of instructional and curricular models that the research finds to work also appear to be well incorporated into national programmes for gifted education in some of the countries often highlighted in policy discussions. One important example is Singapore, where gifted children are selected through a two-stage process in primary school and then grouped into separate schools/streams that provide enrichment and individualised study options, provided by specifically selected and appropriately trained teachers (MoE 2017; Neihart and See Tan 2016). The programme is highly selective, identifying the top 1 per cent of pupils in each cohort, with all pupils being screened in year 3. The

selected pupils attend an enrichment programme focused on ‘giving breadth and depth to core curriculum content with emphasis placed on critical and creative thinking, inquiry, and problem-solving’ (Yeo and Pfeiffer 2018: 66). Since 2004, the programme has allowed gifted pupils to skip their O-level examinations (broadly equivalent to GCSEs), and pursue A-level studies immediately instead. They are also allowed ‘to have more time to engage in broader learning experiences and to pursue an area of interest and talent in greater depth’ (Phillipson et al. 2009: 1446). In other words, the Singaporean model of gifted education does appear to include features that the rigorous research finds raises the performance of gifted children.

Certainly, it is important to stress that there is no methodologically sound research on whether Singapore’s model actually provides tangible benefits for the children accepted, but given the research highlighted in the previous section, it is worth exploring the characteristics of this model further in future research. Devising a randomised trial in English schools following an in-depth investigation of the characteristics of the system would both enable us to do so and investigate to what extent the Singaporean model would work in the English context specifically.

This also applies to other high-performing Asian countries’ approaches to gifted education provision, which are often highlighted as role models by countries in the West. Singapore’s model appears to be similar in some respects to those in Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan (see Cho and Suh 2016; Kao 2012; Phillipson et al. 2009; Yun Dai and Chih Kuo 2016). The Singaporean model differs, however, from the provision in mainland China, where there is no national policy guiding the provision of gifted education, despite the fact that such education has been developed there for decades. Perhaps

---

16 In England, the national policy developed in the past decades appears to have had little impact on practices in schools, which is most likely due to the fact that implementation has been left to schools without any monitoring controls (Koshy et al. 2018).
due to the lack of institutionalisation, gifted education has also generally only been available to a limited number of students in certain urban areas there – with a focus mostly on acceleration rather than enrichment (see Zhang 2017).

Similarly, in Japan, there is no formal programme for gifted students, which is probably because selection of gifted students is inconsistent with the strong egalitarianism permeating Japanese culture. Since 2005, there has been an emphasis on nurturing gifted pupils through specific extracurricular activities, but these are almost exclusively restricted to science and technology (Sumida 2013). Less formal provision is provided in other subjects and contexts (Phillipson et al. 2009).

In other words, the rigorous evidence appears to support some Asian countries’ provision more than others, but we still know very little about the relative effectiveness of the different models. Pursuing case-study research to identify the models’ most important characteristics, for the purposes of devising relevant trials in the English context, is therefore likely to be a fruitful exercise.

For the purposes of identifying gifted pupils, we also want to highlight the apparent need to use a multi-pronged approach combined with universal screening. As noted in the section on methodology, identifying gifted children is not at all straightforward due to measurement error and differential developmental speed. Using different metrics and local norms of what it means to be gifted makes it possible to decrease the problem of measurement error, while continuous reassessments of all pupils enable authorities to pick up changes in the gifted population over time. Universal screening also ensures that pupils who are less likely to be referred by parents and teachers, such as minority pupils, are more likely to enter such programmes. The identification instruments do not necessarily have to be performance based. For example, a newer approach to identifying gifted children is to subject all young pupils to a challenging curriculum in order to identify whether some of them have more potential than is normally the case (see Card and Giuliano 2016; Lohman and Korb 2006; Worrell et al. 2018). Nevertheless, again, we emphasise the need for more research in this field – supported by the new institutional framework suggested – before we draw strong conclusions for the English policy context.
Conclusion

The role of gifted education provision has for long been a fiercely debated topic in education policy circles. Yet as governments focus on increasing equity and raising achievement among low-performing pupils especially, gifted children from most backgrounds are often ignored. This is not desirable from a societal perspective. Moreover, high-performing pupils appear to contribute disproportionately to countries' economic growth, making it important to devise public policy to maximise their potential.

This paper has carried out a review of the empirical research on gifted education provision, with the goal of understanding what approaches are most likely to be effective. Overall, the review revealed a rather disappointing picture: there are few studies on the effects of gifted education from which it is possible to draw causal inferences. In relation to the effectiveness or otherwise of specific strategies focused on helping talented pupils in practical areas, such as art or music, we were not able to unearth a single rigorous study.

The few rigorous studies of gifted academic education that do exist all investigate American and European provision. Moreover, these studies do not generally reveal that current gifted education provision on average work as intended. This holds true both for studies analysing the benefits of specific programmes as well as studies analysing the benefits of selective schooling for high-performing pupils more generally.
The exception to this appears to be programmes that combine a focus on enrichment in combination with independent learning. This contrasts with the more general evidence, which suggests more traditional and teacher-directed models are preferable to less structured ones on average. But it is supported by cognitive research, which finds that discovery-based learning models improve performance among expert learners – and gifted children have many of the characteristics of such learners.

So far, enrichment/individualised provision models therefore appear the most promising avenue for realising the performance of gifted children. Interestingly, this approach does appear to be incorporated into the national gifted education programmes in some countries often highlighted in policy discussions, including Singapore.

Certainly, it is important to note that it is far from straightforward to identify gifted children due to measurement error and differential developmental speed. However, research suggests it is possible to decrease these problems by employing different identification metrics, local norms of what it means to be gifted, universal screening, and continuous reassessment.

Nevertheless, given the relatively poor state of the research, our most important policy lesson is to test different types of gifted education programmes – and ways to identify gifted children – on a smaller scale, in a randomised fashion, in English schools, in order to find out what works here. We therefore believe the government should fund the establishment of an independent organisation similar to the Education Endowment Foundation, with a remit to fund randomised trials investigating what works in gifted education specifically. Such an evidence-based approach would allow us to draw much more robust policy conclusions than is currently possible.
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The role of targeted education programmes in stimulating higher achievement among gifted children is a hotly debated topic in education-policy circles. Yet as governments tend to focus on increasing equity and raising achievement among low-performing pupils especially, gifted children are often largely ignored.

In this report, CfEE lead economist, Gabriel Heller Sahlgren examines the faltering progress of gifted education research towards policy-conclusive answers to the question what works in gifted education; what makes it so difficult to answer; and important new research suggesting ways forward, and country systems we might learn from.